
 
VENTURA COUNTY EMPLOYEES’ RETIREMENT ASSOCIATION 

 
BOARD OF RETIREMENT 

 
DISABILITY MEETING 

 
OCTOBER 3, 2022 

 
AGENDA 

 
PLACE: In Accordance with Government Code §54953(e)(1)(A), and in response to the declared State 

and Local emergencies due to the Novel Coronavirus and Local Health Officer recommendation 
regarding social distancing, the Board of Retirement and its legislative bodies are holding 
meetings electronically and can be accessed below. Pursuant to Government Code §§ 
54953(e)(2) and 54954.3, members of the public, to the extent required by law, will have the 
opportunity to directly address the Board concerning the below mentioned business. 
 

TIME: 
 

9:00 a.m. 
 
The public may listen to the Public Session and offer comments by calling: +1 213-338-8477, 
using Meeting ID: 891-1324-6012. Persons may also submit written comments to 
publiccomment@vcera.org prior to and during the Board meeting. Please include your name, 
agenda item, the last 4 numbers of the telephone number that will be used to call in, and your 
comment. Public comment emails will be read into the record or summarized if lengthy. 
 

ITEM: 
 

 
 

I. CALL TO ORDER    
 

 A. Roll Call. 
 

 

II. APPROVAL OF AGENDA 
 

 

III. RECEIVE AND FILE PENDING DISABILITY APPLICATION STATUS REPORT 
 

 

IV. APPLICATIONS FOR DISABILITY RETIREMENT 
 

 

 A. Application for Service-connected Disability Retirement—Foster, David; Case No. 
19-015. 
 

 

  1. Proposed Findings of Fact and Recommended Decision to Grant the 
Application for Service-connected Disability, filed by Hearing Officer Deborah 
Wissley, dated July 15, 2022. 
 

 

  2. County of Ventura-Risk Management’s Objections to the Hearing Officer’s 
Proposed Findings of Fact and Recommended Decision, filed by Carol 
Kempner, Attorney for Respondent, dated July 25, 2022. 
 

 

  3. Response to the County of Ventura-Risk Management’s Objections to the 
Hearing Officer’s Proposed Findings of Fact and Recommended Decision, filed 
by Steven Rosales, Attorney for Applicant, dated August 4, 2022. 
 

 

  4. Application for Service-connected Disability Retirement, filed by Applicant on 
March 29, 2019. 

 

mailto:publiccomment@vcera.org
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IV. APPLICATIONS FOR DISABILITY RETIREMENT (continued) 

 
  5. Hearing Notice, dated September 23, 2022. 

 
 

 B. Application for Nonservice and Service-connected Disability Retirement—Maher, 
David; Case No. 20-009. 
 

 

  1. Proposed Findings of Fact and Recommended Decision to Deny the Application 
for Nonservice and Service-connected Disability, filed by Hearing Officer Irene 
Ayala, dated August 31, 2022. 
 

 

  2. Application for Service-connected Disability Retirement, filed by Applicant on 
March 10, 2020, with Amendment to include Application for Nonservice-
connected Disability Retirement. 
 

 

  3. Hearing Notice, dated September 23, 2022. 
 

 

 C. Application for Service-connected Disability Retirement—Romero, Steven; Case No. 
19-034. 
 

 

  1. Employer’s Amended Statement of Position, submitted by County of Ventura-
Risk Management, in support of the Application for Service-connected Disability 
Retirement, dated June 29, 2022. 
 

 

  2. Supporting Documentation for Employer’s Statement of Position. 
 

 

  3. Application for Service-connected Disability Retirement, filed by Applicant on 
November 5, 2019. 
 

 

  4. Hearing Notice, dated September 23, 2022. 
 

 

 D. Application for Service-connected Disability Retirement—Dawson, Jeffrey; Case No. 
20-012. 
 

 

  1. Employer’s Statement of Position, submitted by County of Ventura-Risk 
Management, in support of the Application for Service-connected Disability 
Retirement, dated September 2, 2022. 
 

 

  2. Supporting Documentation for Employer’s Statement of Position. 
 

 

  3. Application for Service-connected Disability Retirement, filed by Applicant on 
April 22, 2020. 
 

 

  4. Hearing Notice, dated September 23, 2022. 
 

 

 E. Application for Service-connected Disability Retirement—Myers, James; Case No. 
20-022. 
 

 

  1. Staff Recommendation to Grant the Application for Service-connected Disability 
Retirement, dated September 19, 2022. 
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IV. APPLICATIONS FOR DISABILITY RETIREMENT (continued)

2. Supplemental to Staff Recommendation, dated September 27, 2022.

3. County of Ventura-Risk Management’s Response to VCERA’s Revised 
Preliminary Recommendation, dated August 23, 2022.

4. County of Ventura-Risk Management’s Response to VCERA’s Preliminary 
Recommendation, dated November 15, 2021.

5. Supporting Documentation for Staff Recommendation.

6. Application for Service-connected Disability Retirement, filed by Attorney, Jane 
Oatman, on October 29, 2020.

7. Hearing Notice, dated September 22, 2022.

V. Application for Service-connected Disability Retirement—Mah, Leon; Case No. 21-019.

1. Staff Recommendation to Grant the Application for Service-connected Disability 
Retirement, dated September 19, 2022.

2. Supporting Documentation for Staff Recommendation.

3. Application for Service-connected Disability Retirement, filed by Applicant on 
July 22, 2021.

4. Hearing Notice, dated September 26, 2022.

VI. OLD BUSINESS

A. Reconsideration of Circumstances to Enable Board to Hold Meetings via 
Teleconference Under the Provisions of Government Code Section 54953, 
Subdivision (e), of the Ralph M. Brown Act, Due to State of Emergency and Consider 
Authorization for Continued Remote Teleconference Meetings.

1. Staff Letter from Retirement Administrator.

2. Letter from Dr. Robert Levin, Ventura County Health Officer.

VII. NEW BUSINESS

A. Update on the Status of Assembly Bill 826.

1. Staff Letter from Retirement Administrator.

2. Letter from Governor Newsom, Veto of AB 826.

3. AB 826 Bill Text.
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VI. NEW BUSINESS (continued)

B. Periodic Review of Board Policy: Service Provider Selection Policy.
RECOMMENDED ACTION: Approve.

1. Staff Letter from Retirement Administrator.

2. Service Provider Selection Policy Proposed (Redline).

3. Service Provider Selection Policy Proposed (Clean).

C. Legislative Update: AB 2449 - Teleconference Provisions under Brown Act.

1. Staff Letter from General Counsel.

VII. CLOSED SESSION

A. PUBLIC EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Title: Retirement Administrator
(Government Code section 54957(b)(1))

VIII. INFORMATIONAL

A. Western Asset Invitation to the 134th Rose Parade.

IX. PUBLIC COMMENT

X. STAFF COMMENT

XI. BOARD MEMBER COMMENT

XII. ADJOURNMENT



October 3, 2022 

Board of Retirement 
Ventura County Employees’ Retirement Association 
1190 S. Victoria Avenue, Suite 200 
Ventura, CA 93003 

SUBJECT: RECONSIDERATION OF CIRCUMSTANCES TO ENABLE BOARD TO HOLD MEETINGS VIA 
TELECONFERENCE UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF GOVERNMENT CODE SECTION 54953, 
SUBDIVISION (E), OF THE RALPH M. BROWN ACT DUE TO STATE OF EMERGENCY AND 
CONSIDER AUTHORIZATION FOR CONTINUED REMOTE TELECONFERENCE MEETINGS. 

Dear Board Members: 

Executive Summary 

At the October 4, 2021, Board Meeting, your Board adopted an initial Resolution under the provisions of 
Government Code section 54953(e), making findings that enable continued meetings via abbreviated 
teleconferencing provisions under the Brown Act during proclaimed state of emergency. Your Board has 
continued to hold its meetings in this manner upon making findings, every 30 days, that the local County health 
officer has continued to recommend measures to promote social distancing. On September 21, 2021, Dr. Levin, 
Ventura County’s Health Officer, issued a memorandum to the Ventura County Board of Supervisors 
recommending that physical/social distancing measures continue to be practiced throughout Ventura 
communities to minimize the spread of COVID-19. On November 15, 2021, Dr. Levin issued a similar 
memorandum to the Ventura County Board of Supervisors, recommending that legislative bodies in Ventura 
County continue to meet via teleconference. These recommendations remain in effect. The current 
authorization adopted by your Board, dated September 12, 2022, expires on October 12, 2022. Pursuant to 
the current authorization, the Board room is open so that those Trustees who wish to attend and participate 
in person may do so, and those who are not yet comfortable with in-person meetings, may attend remotely. If 
your Board desires to continue meeting under the abbreviated teleconference rules for the October 24 2022 
meeting, it must again reconsider the circumstances of the state of emergency and find that Dr. Levin’s 
recommendations for social distancing remain in effect. Public Health Order Information is accessible on the 
Ventura County Recovers website at: Public Health Order Information – Ventura County Recovers and indicates 
these social distancing recommendations remain active.  At recent meetings, your Board has indicated support 
for continued hybrid (virtual or in-person) attendance by Board members as well as for other meeting 
attendees.     

Background: 

Pursuant to the provisions of AB 361, signed into law by the Governor on September 16, 2021, as urgency 
legislation, and made applicable starting October 1, 2021, by subsequent Executive Order issued September 
20, 2021, legislative bodies may conduct public meetings under abbreviated teleconference provisions only if 
specified findings are made the first time the body meets under the AB 361 teleconferencing rules, and then 
every 30 days thereafter. At the October 4, 2021, Board Meeting, your Board adopted an initial Resolution 
under the provisions of AB 361, making findings that enable continued meetings via abbreviated 
teleconferencing provisions under the Brown Act during proclaimed state of emergency. (See Govt. Code § 
54953(e).) 



As set forth in the Resolution and in accordance with AB 361, as codified in Government Code section 54953, 
meetings may continue to be held via teleconference upon reconsideration of the circumstances of the 
emergency and the making of findings every 30 days after initial adoption. Your Board has made the required 
findings and has authorized continuation of meetings under the abbreviated teleconference requirements at 
least every 30-days since the initial action on October 4, 2021. Note that the legislation that authorizes 
abbreviated teleconference procedures remains in effect until January 1, 2024, and then sunsets by its own 
terms. 

The abbreviated teleconference provisions enable members of legislative bodies to attend meetings virtually, 
from any location, without having to follow the formal teleconferencing requirements for each location. As a 
reminder, legislative bodies under the Brown Act are required to hold their meetings in public and within the 
boundaries of the legislative body’s jurisdiction, so that all interested persons are permitted to attend and 
participate. The Brown Act allows for meetings to occur via teleconferencing subject to certain requirements 
including, but not limited to, the following: (1) the legislative body must notice each teleconference location 
of each member that will be participating in the public meeting; (2) that each teleconference location be 
accessible to the public; (3) that members of the public be allowed to address the legislative body at each 
teleconference location; (4) that the legislative body post an agenda at each teleconference location, and; (5) 
that at least a quorum of the legislative body participate from locations within the boundaries of the local 
agency’s jurisdiction. 

Action Required for Conduct of Meetings Via Abbreviated Brown Act Requirements for Teleconferencing 

Under the authority of Government Code section 54953(e)(3), your Board, and its legislative bodies (e.g., 
Finance Committee) may continue to conduct its meetings via teleconference if the state of emergency 
remains active or state or local officials have imposed or recommended measures to promote social distancing 
(both of which are satisfied here), and the Board reconsiders the circumstances of the state of emergency and, 
by majority vote, makes findings that: 

a. The state of emergency continues to directly impact the ability of the members to meet safely in
person; or

b. State or local officials continue to impose or recommend measures to promote social distancing

On September 21, 2021, Dr. Levin, Ventura County’s Health Officer, issued a memorandum to the Ventura 
County Board of Supervisors recommending that physical/social distancing measures continue to be practiced 
throughout Ventura communities to minimize the spread of COVID-19, “including at meetings of the Board of 
Supervisors and meetings of other legislative bodies of the County of Ventura.” Dr. Levin issued another 
memorandum, dated November 15, 2021, wherein he recommends continued physical/social distancing as 
well as continuation of remote meetings of the Board of Supervisors and other legislative bodies that conduct 
public meetings in the County. A copy of this November 15, 2021, Memorandum accompanies this board letter 
and remains in effect. This recommendation provides a basis for your Board to find that local officials continue 
to recommend social distancing, and to invoke the abbreviated teleconference provisions for an additional 30 
days. 

The Board has recently authorized hybrid attendance whereby your Board, staff, presenters, parties, members, 
participating employers, and the public may choose to attend either in-person or remotely to 
support individual health/safety choices. 

If this resolution authorizing remote teleconferencing is not continued and any Board members wish to 
continue attending from a remote location, a notice of public hearing would need to be posted at each 
remote location and members of the public would need to have the ability to attend in-person at any such 
remote location to participate in the meeting. Note, however, that there are legislative bills pending that



would authorize remote attendance at public meetings as an ongoing measure: (1) AB 1944 (Lee and 
Garcia) would require the agenda to identify members of the legislative body who are participating in the 
meeting remotely and under specified conditions would permit remote participation without posting the 
address of the remote location or making the remote location accessible to the public; (2) AB 2449 (Blanca 
Rubio) would authorize use of teleconferencing without noticing and making available to the public 
teleconferencing locations if a quorum participates in person, but board members would have to 
participate using both audio and video technology. 

If the Board wishes to continue to authorize remote teleconference meetings for an additional 30-day 
period, expiring November 2, 2022, it must take the Optional Action indicated below. Staff will continue to 
include on your Board’s agenda the option to consider renewing its findings every 30 days during the time 
the State of Emergency remains active, unless otherwise directed. 

I will be pleased to answer any questions at the October 3, 2022, Disability Meeting. 

OPTION FOR CONTINUED AUTHORIZATION FOR REMOTE TELECONFERENCE MEETINGS FOR ADDITIONAL 
30 DAYS, TO ALLOW FOR BOARD MEMBERS TO ATTEND MEETINGS EITHER VIRTUALLY OR IN-PERSON: 

APPROVE AND ADOPT FINDINGS THAT THE VENTURA COUNTY HEALTH OFFICER/MEDICAL DIRECTOR 
RECOMMENDS PHYSICAL/SOCIAL DISTANCING AND CONTINUED REMOTE MEETINGS OF LEGISLATIVE 
BODIES, AND; 

AUTHORIZE REMOTE TELECONFERENCE MEETINGS OF VCERA’S LEGISLATIVE BODIES FOR THE 
PERIOD OF OCTOBER 3, 2022, THROUGH NOVEMBER 2, 2022, PURSUANT TO GOVERNMENT 
CODE SECTION 54953, SUBDIVISION (E)(3). 

Sincerely, 

Linda Webb  
Retirement Administrator 



VENTURA  COUNTY 

PUBLIC HEALTH 

A Department of Ventura County Health Care Agency 

Rigoberto Vargas, MPH 
Director 

Robert Levin, MD 
Health Officer/Medical Director 

To: 	Board of Supervisors 
County Executive Office 
Clerk of the Board 

From: Dr. Robert Levin, Ventura County Health Officer 
	 'ex)-t4-1, VC). 

Date: November 15, 2021 

Re: 	Recommendation regarding Social Distancing and Continued Remote Meetings of 
Legislative Bodies 

I continue to recommend that physical/social distancing measures be practiced throughout our 
Ventura County communities to minimize the spread of COVID-19, including at meetings of the 
Board of Supervisors and meetings of other legislative bodies in the County of Ventura. 

The California Department of Public Health ("CDPH") and the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention ("CDC") caution that the Delta variant of COVID-19, currently the dominant strain of 
COVID-19 in the country, is more transmissible than prior variants of the virus, may cause more 
severe illness, and that even fully vaccinated individuals can spread the virus to others resulting 
in rapid and alarming rates of COVID-19 cases and hospitalizations 
(https://www.cdc.govicoronavirus/2019-ncovivariants/delta-variant.html) .  While the Delta 
variant is the currently circulating variant, the Delta-2 variant, its likely successor, is 10 to 15% 
more transmissible. Current case and hospitalization rates have remained stubbornly higher than 
they were in the days leading up to the most recent surge. In some counties in our state, these 
rates are starting to climb again. We are facing the winter holidays and the opportunities these 
holidays present to promote transmission of COVID-19 infection. The winter season and its 
associated cold weather drives people indoors and provides another opportunity to spread the 
highly transmissible COVID-19 virus. Associated with these events last year our county 
experienced a surge in COVID-19 cases. 

Whether vaccinated or not, positive individuals are contracting the Delta variant and infecting 
others in our communities. Social distancing and masking are crucial mitigation measures to 
prevent the disease's spread. Remote meetings of legislative bodies in the County, including but 
not limited to the Board of Supervisors are a recommended form of social distancing that allows 
for the participation of the community, county staff, presenters, and legislative body members 
in a safe environment, with no risk of contagion. It is recommended that legislative bodies in the 
County continue to implement 100% remote meetings. Just as it is likely that the current County 
order requiring the use of face coverings indoors will be in place beyond the first of the year, 

Administration 
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though driven by good intentions, lifting the remote meetings policy at this time would be 
premature. 

If you have any questions regarding this recommendation, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Administration 
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October 3, 2022 

Board of Retirement  
Ventura County Employees’ Retirement Association 
1190 South Victoria Avenue, Suite 200 
Ventura, CA 93003 

SUBJECT: UPDATE ON THE STATUS OF ASSEMBLY BILL 826 

Dear Board Members: 

On September 29, 2022, Governor Newsom vetoed Assembly Bill 826. Had it passed, AB 826 
would have applied only to Ventura County and impacted a specific group of Legacy VCERA 
members. 

Staff was prepared to present a proposed resolution to implement the bill; however, given the 
veto, staff will be presenting an alternate resolution at the October 24, 2022, business meeting. 

Staff will be pleased to answer any questions regarding this status update. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Webb 
Retirement Administrator 



OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SEP 2 9 2022 

To the Members of the California State Assembly: 

I am returning Assembly Bill 826 without my signature. 

This bill expands the definitions of "compensation" and "compensation 

earnable" in the County Employees Retirement Law of 1937 (1937 Act or CERL) 

that are applicable to legacy members of the Ventura County Employee 

Retirement Association (VCERA) who retire on or before December 31, 2025, to 

include an employee 's flexible benefit allowance. 

While I am sympathetic to workers who may see a reduction in their anticipated 

pension because of prior misinterpretations of what constitutes "compensation" 

and "compensation earnable," this bill would inappropriately incentivize 

noncompliance with the Public Employees' Pension Reform Act (PEPRA). The 

provisions, while more narrow than prior iterations, attempt to circumvent recent 

court decisions, undermine the intent of the PEPRA, and expose the local 

governments to increased costs and litigation. 

For these reasons, I cannot sign this bill . 

GOVERNOR GAVIN NEWSOM• SACRAMENTO, CA 95814 • (916) 445-2841 

e 
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ASSEMBLY BILL NO. 826

SHARE THIS: Date Published: 09/02/2022 09:00 PM

AB-826 County Employees Retirement Law of 1937: compensation and compensation earnable. (2021-202

 

ENROLLED  SEPTEMBER 02, 2022 

PASSED  IN  SENATE  AUGUST 22, 2022 

PASSED  IN  ASSEMBLY  AUGUST 31, 2022 

AMENDED  IN  SENATE  AUGUST 03, 2022

AMENDED  IN  SENATE  AUGUST 31, 2021

AMENDED  IN  SENATE  JULY 14, 2021 

AMENDED  IN  SENATE  JUNE 22, 2021 

AMENDED  IN  SENATE  JUNE 21, 2021 

AMENDED  IN  ASSEMBLY  APRIL 19, 2021 

CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE— 2021–2022 REGULAR SESSION

Introduced by Assembly Member Irwin 

 
February 16, 2021

An act to add Section 31461.7 to the Government Code, relating to county employees’ retirement.

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

AB 826, Irwin. County Employees Retirement Law of 1937: compensation and compensation earnable.

The County Employees Retirement Law of 1937 (CERL) authorizes counties to establish retirement systems pursuant to its
provisions for the purpose of providing pension, disability, and other benefits to county and district employees. CERL defines
compensation earnable for purposes of its provisions, with particular application to the calculation of final compensation and the
determination of pension amounts and other benefits. Existing law, the Public Employees’ Pension Reform Act of 2013,
prescribes various limitations on public employees, employers, and retirement systems concerning, among other things, the
types of remuneration that may be included in compensation that is applied to pensions.

This bill, which would apply only in Ventura County, would provide that compensation and compensation earnable include
flexible benefits plan allowances paid by a county or a district on behalf of its employees as part of a cafeteria plan, as specified,
if certain conditions are met. Among these conditions, the bill would require that the retirement system included the flexible
benefit plan allowance as part of compensation earnable as of July 30, 2020, that the employer and employee paid contributions
to the retirement system based on the flexible benefit plan allowance, and that the employer and employee continue to pay
those contributions as the employee earns this allowance. The bill would apply these provisions to eligible members who retire
on or before December 31, 2025. For members who retire after December 31, 2025, to the extent the retirement system
excludes any remuneration, as described above, from the definition of compensation or compensation earnable, the bill would
require the retirement system to refund contributions to the member, and to credit contributions to the employer, that were
made based on the excluded remuneration in accordance with requirements under the Internal Revenue Code.

This bill would make legislative findings and declarations as to the necessity of a special statute for the County of Ventura.

Home Bill Information California Law Publications Other Resources My Subscriptions My Favorites
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Vote: majority   Appropriation: no   Fiscal Committee: no   Local Program: no  

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

SECTION 1. Section 31461.7 is added to the Government Code, to read:

31461.7. (a) This section applies only to a county of the thirteenth class, as defined by Section 28020, as amended by Chapter
1204 of the Statutes of 1971, and Section 28034, as amended by Chapter 1204 of the Statutes of 1971.

(b) (1) Compensation, as defined in Section 31460, and compensation earnable, as defined in Section 31461, include flexible
benefits plan allowances paid by a county or a district on behalf of its employees as part of a cafeteria plan offered pursuant to
Section 125 of the Internal Revenue Code if all of the following requirements are met:

(A) The flexible benefit plan allowance is made available to any person in the same grade or class of positions. For
purposes of this subdivision, “grade or class of positions” means a number of employees considered together because they
share similarities in job duties, work location, collective bargaining unit, or other logical, work-related grouping. A single
employee shall not be considered a grade or class of positions.

(B) The flexible benefit plan allowance is not expressly excluded from “compensation earnable” pursuant to paragraphs (2)
to (4), inclusive, of subdivision (b) of Section 31461.

(C) The retirement system included the flexible benefit plan allowance as part of compensation earnable as of July 30,
2020, and the employer and employee paid contributions to the retirement system based on the flexible benefit plan
allowance as of that date.

(D) The employer and employee pay the required contributions to the retirement system as the employee continues to
earn the flexible benefit plan allowance.

(2) For employee groups in which the monetary amount of the flexible benefits plan allowance is the same for all employees,
regardless of the number of dependents, the entire amount shall be included in compensation earnable. For employee groups
in which the monetary amount of the flexible benefits plan allowance varies among employees depending on the number of
dependents, the amount included in compensation earnable shall be the amount provided to an employee with no
dependents.

(c) This section shall not apply to employees who are new members, as defined in Section 7522.04.

(d) This section shall apply to eligible members who retire on or before December 31, 2025.

(e) For members who retire after December 31, 2025, to the extent the retirement system excludes any remuneration
described in subdivision (b) from the definition of “compensation” or “compensation earnable,” the retirement system shall
refund contributions to the member, and shall credit contributions to the employer, that were made based on the excluded
remuneration in accordance with requirements under the Internal Revenue Code.

SEC. 2. The Legislature finds and declares that a special statute is necessary and that a general statute cannot be made
applicable within the meaning of Section 16 of Article IV of the California Constitution because of the unique circumstances
confronting county employees who are members of the retirement system in the County of Ventura.
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October 3, 2022 
 
 
 
Board of Retirement  
Ventura County Employees’ Retirement Association 
1190 South Victoria Avenue, Suite 200 
Ventura, CA 93003 
 
SUBJECT:  RECOMMENDED CHANGES TO VCERA SERVICE PROVIDER SELECTION POLICY  
 
Dear Board Members: 
 
VCERA’s Service Provider Selection Policy is due for Board review, as its review frequency is 
every three years, and the last review was in 2019.  
 
Staff has reviewed the current policy and identified suggested changes. The provided redlined 
policy reflects staff’s combined recommended changes for Board review.  
 
RECOMMENDED ACTION:  
APPROVE PROPOSED CHANGES TO VCERA’S SERVICE PROVIDER SELECTION POLICY 
 
Staff will be happy to answer any questions at the October 3, 2022, disability meeting. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Linda Webb         
Retirement Administrator  



VENTURA COUNTY EMPLOYEES’ RETIREMENT ASSOCIATION  

SERVICE PROVIDER SELECTION POLICY 

1 | P a g e  

I. Background and Objectives 

1) The Service Provider Selection Policy is intended to establish guidelines by which 
service providers will be selected and retained by VCERA. 

2) The objective of this policy is to ensure that the process of selecting service providers 
is diligent, efficient and fair. 

II. Roles and Responsibilities 

3) The role of the Board with respect to the selection of service providers is to: 

a) Establish appropriate policies to help ensure prudent and sound selection 
decisions are made; 

b) To monitor compliance with such policies; and 

c) To approve, in consultation with the Retirement Administrator and, where 
appropriate, Board Counsel, the Chief Investment Officer (CIO) and/or 
consultants, the appointment of the following retained service providers, which 
include: 

i. The actuary;   

ii. The actuarial auditor; 

iii. The independent financial auditor; 

iv. The master trust/plan custodian;  

v. Additional legal counsel retained to advise the Board;  

vi. Investment consultants; 

vii. Investment managers; 

viii. Human resource consultants;  

ix. Information systems technology providers; and 

x. Hearing Officers. 

4) Unless the Board determines otherwise, the Retirement Administrator and/or 
designee will be responsible for appointing, and procuring and/or executing contracts 
with, service providers other than the retained service providers listed above and for 
informing the Board of such appointments, and will be responsible for seeking Board 
approval, where the services are publicly or politically sensitive, or the contract 
exceeds $100,000 or as part of the private equity full-discretion consultant mandate.    
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5) The Chair will execute contracts with the retained service providers listed on the 
previous page, and all other professional service contracts exceeding $100,000, 
unless signature authority is delegated by the Board to the Retirement Administrator 
and/or designee or as part of the private equity full-discretion consultant mandate in 
an open meeting. 

6) The Chief Investment Officer (CIO), in consultation with the Retirement 
Administrator, will coordinate all investment-related search and due diligence 
activities, in conjunction with staff, investment consultants and other external 
experts, as required.  When deemed necessary by the Board, members of the Board 
will participate in due diligence activities in order to oversee the due diligence 
activities of staff and consultants, and the performance of retained service providers. 

III. The Search Process 

General Guidelines 

7) The appointment of all service providers will be made in the best interests of the 
members and beneficiaries of VCERA, in keeping with the fiduciary responsibilities 
of the Board and staff. 

Retained Service Providers 

8) Unless an alternate selection process is approved, Pprior to conducting a search for a 
retained service provider requiring Board approval, the Retirement Administrator, 
CIO, or consultant, as appropriate, will present the following information to the 
Board: 

a) The type of service provider being sought and the supporting rationale; 

b) The objectives and selection criteria to be met and their relative importance; 

c) A projected timeline for the search process; and 

d) A description of the search process deemed most appropriate and cost effective 
in the circumstances, and including: 

i. Whether a search consultant is to be used in the process; 
ii. The due diligence efforts to be undertaken (for example, site visits and 

reference checks); 
iii. Evaluation criteria to be used and their relative weights; 
iv. Whether a Request for Proposal (RFP), or a variation thereof, is to be used 

with supporting rationale; 
v. Whether a sole source approach is to be used, with supporting rationale; 

and 
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vi. Other pertinent information that the Retirement Administrator believes 
may assist the Board in better understanding the search process. 

9) The Board, or a committee of the Board, may interview the candidates prior to the 
Board making a final selection decision.  The exact number of candidates to be 
interviewed will be determined by the Board.  The Board may delegate this 
responsibility to conduct interviews to the Retirement Administrator and request that 
the Retirement Administrator recommend a candidate for ratification by the Board. 

10) The Retirement Administrator, or CIO with the, or consultant, will provide the Board 
or a designated committee of the Board with periodic reports on the status of all 
search processes. 

11) Upon completion of the analysis and due diligence involved in the search process, 
the Retirement Administrator, or CIO with the, or consultant will provide the Board 
or a designated committee of the Board with, at a minimum: 

a) A description of the due diligence activities undertaken; 

b) A list of finalist candidates to be interviewed and a detailedn analysis of each 
candidate; 

c) Confirmation of compliance with the selection criteria and search process 
presented to the Board prior to the commencement of the search, or an 
explanation of any deviations that occurred; and 

d) A description of the expected performance monitoring and reporting efforts to 
be carried out with respect to the service provider in question throughout the 
term of the engagement. 

12) The Board may institute a “quiet period” when 

a) the Board initiates a search process that may result in the appointment of a new 
service provider or in the expansion of its relationship with an existing service 
provider;  

b) a current service provider is placed on an official “watch list” signifying that 
the service provider’s performance has fallen below expectations and warrants 
closer scrutiny; or 

c) the Board deems it is in the best interest of VCERA to require that, for a limited 
period of time, communications between trustees and specified service 
providers be restricted to Board and committee meetings only. 

13) The initiation of a quiet period will be recorded in the minutes of the Board meeting 
at which it occurred.  
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14) During quiet periods, in conjunction with the Service Provider Policy, trustees shall 
neither communicate with the specified service providers, except during Board or 
committee meetings, nor accept meals, travel, hotel, or other gifts from the specified 
service providers.  

15) A quiet period will cease: 

a) when a service provider has been appointed by the Board or the search process is 
otherwise ended; or 

b) when a service provider on an official “watch list,” which has had a quiet period 
implemented, is subsequently removed from the watch list; or 

c) when the quiet period is ended by action of the Board; or 

d) when otherwise determined by action of the Board. 

IV. Contract Review 

16) All contracts entered into by VCERA, and the Retirement Administrator, will be 
subject to review by Board Counsel prior to contract execution. 

V. Monitoring and Reporting 

17) All service providers will be subject to regular and appropriate performance 
monitoring by staff, and periodic reviews, as appropriate, throughout the term of their 
contracts.  Criteria for review may include performance, staff satisfaction, 
competitiveness of fees, quality of reporting, and accuracy of assumptions and 
forecasts. 

18) The Retirement Administrator will report as needed to the Board on all monitoring 
efforts involving non-investment retained service providers, identifying in a timely 
manner any material issues or actions taken. The Chief Investment OfficerCIO will 
have the same responsibility for investment-related retained service providers.  

19) All monitoring and reporting provisions contained in this policy serve as minimum 
requirements. If more stringent requirements are established within other policies of 
VCERA, such requirements will prevail. 

20) The Retirement Administrator, CIO, or investment consultant(s), as appropriate, will 
report in a timely manner to the Board any failures by retained service providers to 
comply with the terms of their contract. 
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VI. Policy Review 

21) The Board will review this policy at least every three (3) years to ensure that it 
remains relevant and appropriate. 

VII. Policy History 

22) This policy was last reviewed and approved on October 3, 2022September 9, 2019. 
This policy was originally adopted by the Board on June 2, 2003, and amended on 
September 12, 2016 and September 9, 2019. 
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I. Background and Objectives 

1) The Service Provider Selection Policy is intended to establish guidelines by which 
service providers will be selected and retained by VCERA. 

2) The objective of this policy is to ensure that the process of selecting service providers 
is diligent, efficient and fair. 

II. Roles and Responsibilities 

3) The role of the Board with respect to the selection of service providers is to: 

a) Establish appropriate policies to help ensure prudent and sound selection 
decisions are made; 

b) To monitor compliance with such policies; and 

c) To approve, in consultation with the Retirement Administrator and, where 
appropriate, Board Counsel, the Chief Investment Officer (CIO) and/or 
consultants, the appointment of the following retained service providers: 

i. The actuary;   

ii. The actuarial auditor; 

iii. The independent financial auditor; 

iv. The master trust/plan custodian;  

v. Additional legal counsel retained to advise the Board;  

vi. Investment consultants; 

vii. Investment managers; 

viii. Human resource consultants;  

ix. Information systems technology providers; and 

x. Hearing Officers. 

4) Unless the Board determines otherwise, the Retirement Administrator and/or 
designee will be responsible for appointing, and procuring and/or executing contracts 
with, service providers other than the retained service providers listed above and for 
informing the Board of such appointments, and will be responsible for seeking Board 
approval, where the services are publicly or politically sensitive, or the contract 
exceeds $100,000 or as part of the private equity full-discretion consultant mandate.    
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5) The Chair will execute contracts with the retained service providers listed on the 
previous page, and all other professional service contracts exceeding $100,000, 
unless signature authority is delegated by the Board to the Retirement Administrator 
and/or designee or as part of the private equity full-discretion consultant mandate in 
an open meeting. 

6) The Chief Investment Officer (CIO), in consultation with the Retirement 
Administrator, will coordinate all investment-related search and due diligence 
activities, in conjunction with staff, investment consultants and other external 
experts, as required.  When deemed necessary by the Board, members of the Board 
will participate in due diligence activities in order to oversee the due diligence 
activities of staff and consultants, and the performance of retained service providers. 

III. The Search Process 

General Guidelines 

7) The appointment of all service providers will be made in the best interests of the 
members and beneficiaries of VCERA, in keeping with the fiduciary responsibilities 
of the Board and staff. 

Retained Service Providers 

8) Unless an alternate selection process is approved, prior to conducting a search for a 
retained service provider requiring Board approval, the Retirement Administrator, 
CIO, or consultant, as appropriate, will present the following information to the 
Board: 

a) The type of service provider being sought and the supporting rationale; 

b) The objectives and selection criteria to be met and their relative importance; 

c) A projected timeline for the search process; and 

d) A description of the search process deemed most appropriate and cost effective 
in the circumstances, and including: 

i. Whether a search consultant is to be used in the process; 
ii. The due diligence efforts to be undertaken (for example, site visits and 

reference checks); 
iii. Evaluation criteria to be used; 
iv. Whether a Request for Proposal (RFP), or a variation thereof, is to be used 

with supporting rationale; 
v. Whether a sole source approach is to be used, with supporting rationale; 

and 
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vi. Other pertinent information that the Retirement Administrator believes 
may assist the Board in better understanding the search process. 

9) The Board, or a committee of the Board, may interview the candidates prior to the 
Board making a final selection decision.  The exact number of candidates to be 
interviewed will be determined by the Board.  The Board may delegate this 
responsibility to conduct interviews to the Retirement Administrator and request that 
the Retirement Administrator recommend a candidate for ratification by the Board. 

10) The Retirement Administrator, or CIO with the consultant, will provide the Board or 
a designated committee of the Board with periodic reports on the status of all search 
processes. 

11) Upon completion of the analysis and due diligence involved in the search process, 
the Retirement Administrator, or CIO with the or consultant will provide the Board 
or a designated committee of the Board with, at a minimum: 

a) A description of the due diligence activities undertaken; 

b) A list of finalist candidates to be interviewed and a detailed analysis of each 
candidate; 

c) Confirmation of compliance with the selection criteria and search process 
presented to the Board prior to the commencement of the search, or an 
explanation of any deviations that occurred; and 

d) A description of the expected performance monitoring and reporting efforts to 
be carried out with respect to the service provider in question throughout the 
term of the engagement. 

12) The Board may institute a “quiet period” when 

a) the Board initiates a search process that may result in the appointment of a new 
service provider or in the expansion of its relationship with an existing service 
provider;  

b) a current service provider is placed on an official “watch list” signifying that 
the service provider’s performance has fallen below expectations and warrants 
closer scrutiny; or 

c) the Board deems it is in the best interest of VCERA to require that, for a limited 
period of time, communications between trustees and specified service 
providers be restricted to Board and committee meetings only. 

13) The initiation of a quiet period will be recorded in the minutes of the Board meeting 
at which it occurred.  
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14) During quiet periods, in conjunction with the Service Provider Policy, trustees shall 
neither communicate with the specified service providers, except during Board or 
committee meetings, nor accept meals, travel, hotel, or other gifts from the specified 
service providers.  

15) A quiet period will cease: 

a) when a service provider has been appointed by the Board or the search process is 
otherwise ended; or 

b) when a service provider on an official “watch list,” which has had a quiet period 
implemented, is subsequently removed from the watch list; or 

c) when the quiet period is ended by action of the Board; or 

d) when otherwise determined by action of the Board. 

IV. Contract Review 

16) All contracts entered into by VCERA, and the Retirement Administrator, will be 
subject to review by Board Counsel prior to contract execution. 

V. Monitoring and Reporting 

17) All service providers will be subject to regular and appropriate performance 
monitoring by staff, and periodic reviews, as appropriate, throughout the term of their 
contracts.  Criteria for review may include performance, staff satisfaction, 
competitiveness of fees, quality of reporting, and accuracy of assumptions and 
forecasts. 

18) The Retirement Administrator will report as needed to the Board on all monitoring 
efforts involving non-investment retained service providers, identifying in a timely 
manner any material issues or actions taken. The CIO will have the same 
responsibility for investment-related retained service providers.  

19) All monitoring and reporting provisions contained in this policy serve as minimum 
requirements. If more stringent requirements are established within other policies of 
VCERA, such requirements will prevail. 

20) The Retirement Administrator, CIO, or investment consultant(s), as appropriate, will 
report in a timely manner to the Board any failures by retained service providers to 
comply with the terms of their contract. 
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VI. Policy Review 

21) The Board will review this policy at least every three (3) years to ensure that it 
remains relevant and appropriate. 

VII. Policy History 

22) This policy was last reviewed and approved onOctober 3, 2022. This policy was 
originally adopted by the Board on June 2, 2003, and amended on September 12, 
2016 and September 9, 2019. 
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